In a silver electrodes thermocell the thermoelectric power at zero time of the molten salt mixtures (Ag + Li)NOs and (Ag + Na)NOs at the mean temperature of 340 °C, and of (Ag + K)N03 at the mean temperature of 360 °C has been measured.
The study of the thermoelectric power of systems with variable composition has shown interesting results in the case of water solutions
In molten salt mixtures only the thermoelectric power of the system (Ag + Na) N03 has been studied. Already in 
POINCARE
(X = Li, Na, K).
The thermal emf was measured at zero time to eliminate every effect of thermodiffusion.
Experimental
The measuring cell, made of pyrex, was similar to the one already used for pure AgN03 5 . A small vertical tube was inserted between the two arms of the cell. By means of an external pressure it was thus possible to separate the melt of the warm arm from that of the cold arm. In order to avoid thermodiffusion effects, the melts have been contacted during the actual emf-measurement only.
Special care has been taken in the case of mixtures containing LiN03 to prevent thermal decomposition:
some £0 values for these mixtures have been obtained by extrapolation to 340 °C, starting from measurements taken at lower temperature.
The salts employed (C. E r b a products), were carefully dried before use. The silver electrodes were made of a wire (0.4 mm 0) of at least 99.99% purity.
Results and Discussion
The experimental results are shown in Table 1 On the basis of the thermodynamics of irreversible processes it has already been shown in previous papers 6 ' 7 , that the temperature coefficient of the initial thermal emf A<Z>0 for the thermocell (1) and for AT sufficiently small, is given by:
In this equation AT is the difference of temperature between the two electrodes and A&0 the correspondent thermal emf at zero time; F is FARADAY'S constant; 5ag the entropy of metallic silver; 5Ag + the partial molar entropy of the silver ion 8 in the melt; 5e* the entropy of transport of the electron in the metallic silver; and TX + are HITTORF'S transport numbers of the silver and X + ions, both referred to the velocity of N03~; T the average temperature of the system; (?Ag+and @x + the heats of transport of the silver and alkaline ions.
Eq. (2), for #AgN03 -1 (in these conditions 9 t\g -** 1 and t\ + -0) becomes:
«AUTOS =a/n (SAg -°5Ag + --5e*) = (l/F)(SAg-»S*M+ -si) The word "ion" must be understood in the sense of "ion constituent" as already discussed previously 8 . 7 .
which, obviously, is the equation for pure salts 5~7 .
The quantities °5 and °Q are referred to pure salt. system. Of course it cannot be excluded that this behaviour results from internal compensations of parameters rather than the adaptation of the ideal conditions suggested.
